The Challenge

17. **Walks forward 10 m within pathway, carrying a lunch tray with a plastic plate and plastic glass filled with water**

0. Walks with tray and spills water < 1 m from the point of tray pick-up.
1. Walks with tray and spills water 1 m ≤ 10 m from the point of tray pick-up OR walks 10m with tray and never spills water BUT touches path line or goes outside 2+ times.
2. Walks with tray for 10 m and **never spills** water. May touch path line or go outside just ONCE.
3. Walks with tray for 10 m **within pathway** and **never spills** water in < 16.6 seconds.
4. Walks with tray for 10 m **within pathway** and **never spills** water in < 12.7 seconds.